
Central Return Systems and Rheia

Balanced supply air drives comfort in a home. A common 
misconception is that multiple points of return somehow 
mitigates temperature imbalances, and that central 
returns cause rooms to be starved of supply air. However, 
a return air path is simply the route the air takes to cycle 
back to the air handler blower—it does not matter 
whether it is through a duct or a room. When a door 
blocks a return air path, jump ducts or transfer grilles 
should be installed so that the return air path does not 
affect the supply system’s balance. This 
misunderstanding may be due to the lack of accurate and 
cost-effective methods to balance supply systems, 
resulting in rule-of-thumb and ‘traditional’ practices 
becoming the norm. With a Rheia system, because every 
duct has an accessible damper for tuning the supply 
airflow, a properly-balanced supply is possible. 
Furthermore, Rheia requires that each installed system is 
balanced at start-up.  

Ducted Return Issues 
There are quantifiable reasons that central returns are 
equal to, or more-effective than, ducted returns. For 
example, ACCA Manual T for air distribution contains test 
data which shows that a return grille does not pull air from 
further than a few feet in its immediate vicinity. The 
manual states that a return cannot make up for a poorly 
designed and installed supply system. In other words, the 
supply system must distribute the air proportionally to 
the load, not the other way around.  

Central Return Validation 
To validate this concept, in addition to the successful 
practice currently utilized by many contractors across the 
country, testing was completed over a two-year period in 
a two-story Rheia pilot home in Pittsburgh. A central and 
multi-point return were tested, and each showed near 
identical temperature stratification. For the two-point 
return system the air handling equipment was located in 
the basement with a return on each living floor with room 
air returning through door undercuts. The single point 
return was located in the basement. Data for a three- day 
period in the winter showed an average room to room 
temperature difference of 3.1 F for the two-return 

strategy, and 3.2 F during a subsequent period with a 
single-point return installed.  
Comparing a Rheia system to a conventional in terms of 
pressure, figure 1 (below) conceptually illustrates the 
subtle shift to the supply side. Both systems result in the 
same total system pressure (max minus min). The Rheia 
system supply ducts can be designed to a higher static 
pressure, which reduces cost when the return system is 
compact.  

Conclusion 
In conclusion, a single central return works well with a 
Rheia system for three key reasons:  
- Central returns are more easily integrated into the 

conditioned envelope of the home, which reduces 
required equipment capacity and airflow. This in turn 
reduces the amount of air that must be returned from 
each room.  

- Central returns are efficient, and they lower system 
costs. This is particularly true with Rheia systems 
because with a lower static pressure drop on the return 
side there can be fewer supply ducts. In order to 
optimize costs without compromising performance, 
central returns are the best choice for Rheia systems.  

- A Rheia system has more diffusers per room that are 
designed to ensure better air mixing, and can 
completely condition an entire room. The return system 
is not used to balance airflow which can be the case in 
some conventional ducted returns. 
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